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Abstract — In this paper we present a complete process that 
goes from measurements to image extraction with the objective to 
help radar designers to set their system specifications. We focus 
on objects of interest for security scanners and therefore choose 
to perform the tests on a ceramic knife and a fake gun made of 
aluminum. We highlight polarization issues. We show that 
polarization has a dramatic influence on the image contrast when 
objects are concealed due to the creases of the clothes. This can 
be overcome with the use of a dual polarized system and 
segmentation algorithms exploiting polarizations results. 

Keywords — Millimeter wave imaging, segmentation, local 
thresholding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The number of millimeter waves systems (MMW) for civilian 
security is growing rapidly. Significant advances in circuit 
integration, together with the short wavelength, enable the 
development of compact, low-cost and high-resolution 
systems, which are operated in an extensive set of applications 
such as automotive radars [1], pilot assistance for helicopters 
[2], Foreign Object Debris (FODs) detection on airport 
runways [3], and MMW scanners for detection of concealed 
objects [4-11]. 

Nevertheless, scattering properties at MMW remain 
relatively unknown compared to lower frequency bands. 
Electromagnetic modeling and measurements provide a 
comprehensive knowledge of scattering properties and/or 
Radar Cross Section (RCS). Both approaches are challenging 
at MMW. Modeling is complex because targets can rapidly 
become large compared to the wavelength, which causes 
simulation problems. Measurements are not easy, because the 
small wavelength reinforces the noise of RF electronics and 
the effect of alignment errors [12]. 

The study of scattering properties provides a set of 
important information for radar designers: 

- Most significant scattering directions and blind areas. 
- Relative levels of scattering with respect to incidence and 
observation. 
- Sensitivity to polarization. 
- Effectiveness of post-processing algorithms. 
In this paper we present a complete process that goes from 

measurements to image extraction with the objective to help 

radar designers to set their system specifications. We focus on 
objects of interest for security scanners and therefore perform 
the tests on a ceramic knife and a fake gun made of aluminum. 
We choose to highlight polarization issues. 

Section II deals with measurements settings and the first 
processing stage, while section III describes the segmentation 
process.  

II. SETTINGS AND FIRST PROCESSING STAGE 

A. 3D-Scanner and measurement settings 
We use the 3D-scanner installed in our laboratory [13]. 

Originally designed for antenna testing, the scanner is also 
suitable for scattering measurements as described in Fig. 1. 
The object under test (OUT) is on a tower made in Rohacell to 
minimize EM interferences. The scanner operates in W-band 
[75-110 GHz] but we limit ourselves to 94 GHz, which is one 
of the most widespread frequencies for MMW scanners 
[6,8,10]. We perform monostatic measurements. A standard 
gain horn is moving around the object with a spherical 
trajectory, the object being placed on a Rohacell tower centred 
with respect to the scan. We commute the polarization of the 
probe antenna (from HH to VV) with an additional motor 
installed on the moving arm. The scanner is linked to a PNAX 
that delivers amplitude and phase for every measurement point. 
Note that the horizontal plane is xOz while Oy is the vertical 
axis. 

 



Fig. 1. 3D scanner with OUT (metallic square) for two positions of the probe 
antenna (standard gain horn) and definition of coordinate systems. 

The geometrical scan is performed above the object and 
ranges from 75° to 105° in θ and ϕ (scan size: 30°*30°). The 
scan step is 0.2°. We measure HH- and VV- polarizations. The 
distance between the probe antenna and the object is 585mm, 
which remains within the far-field zone of the horn antenna at 
the operating frequency. The transmitted power is defined by 
the standard PNA-X configuration in W-band and does not 
exceed 0 dBm. 

B. First stage processing 
In radar application such as security scanners, the end-user 

needs a radar image, which enables him to decide whether the 
object is armless or potentially armful. We investigate the 
possibility to form a flat 2D image with the back-propagation 
algorithm (BPA) according to equation (1): 
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Where: 
- Pi is the centre of the ith pixel in the image. 
- M(θ,ϕ) is the measured complex value of electric field with 
respect to the receivers position defined by (θ,ϕ). 
- dPi,R is the distance between receiver and point Pi. 
- λ is the free space wavelength. 
Finally, from a theoretical point of view, the expression of 
A(Pi) is valid when the object is in the far field of the radar 
system, which is the case with our settings. 
The observation plane where we form the image is 5 mm 
above the object (Fig. 2). The scanner is in semi-anechoic 
environment (Fig. 1). We intentionally kept interferences 
coming from the surrounding for increase the overall noise 
level because we want to investigate the disturbance caused by 
the noise in the reconstruction of the object. Figure 2 shows 
the 3D scan and the reconstruction plane, the object (OUT) 
being placed at y=0. 

 

Fig. 2. 3D view of the scan range with OUT and observation plane. 

The 2D image (instead of a 3D one) is relevant in MMW 
security scanners because we take advantage of the 

intrinsically high lateral resolution due to the short wavelength. 
Moreover, objects are generally placed on the front or at the 
back of the torso that can be seen as a flat surface in a first 
approximation. Finally, in security scanners the system will be 
tuned for scanning within a predetermined range, which means 
that we know in advance at which distances we need to form 
the images. In this case, we don’t need resolution in depth, i.e. 
range resolution, and we can replace wideband measurements 
by a CW one. This significantly improves the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) because of the limited bandwidth.  

C. Results 
Figures 4 to 6 show the images obtained with BPA for the 

various objects taken from measurements in HH- and VV- 
polarizations at 94 GHz. For getting closer to the final 
application, we have also concealed the fake gun under a 
leather jacket (Fig. 3). We intentionally chose a thick jacket (3 
mm) to reinforce the attenuation. We want to test if weak 
reflected signals still provide workable images.   

 

 
Fig. 3. Left: fake gun. Right: concealed by a leather jacket. 

 
Fig. 4. Images of the ceramic knife obtained with BPA. 

 
Except for the amplitude level, which is higher in HH, the 

sensitivity to polarization is low for non-concealed objects. 
This was expected due to the generally large electrical 
dimensions of OUTs at MMW. In this case, the number of 
preferential directions “seen by the wave” decrease and the 
OUT is finally seen the same way in both polarizations. Note 
that the difference in the received amplitude level might be 
due to the influence of the additional rotation stage used in the 



scanner rather than to the OUT’s response. This has to be 
further investigated. 

On the contrary, results are better in vertical polarization 
when the gun is concealed. This is due to the creases of the 
leather jacket. This shows the importance of polarimetric 
measurements. The creases of clothes cannot be predicted. We 
see that for thick clothes they cause significant attenuation 
depending on the investigated polarization. To overcome this 
difficulty, we recommend including both polarizations in the 
final system and to develop algorithms to extract the object 
features from images adapted to low and/or high contrasts. Of 
course this will also increase the system complexity and cost. 
The final choice shall be left to radar designers. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Images of the fake gun obtained with BPA. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Images of the fake gun concealed by a leather jacket (5mm thickness) 
obtained with BPA. 

 

The shape of the objects is recognizable on all images. 
However, in spite of the theoretical transparency of the 
Rohacell material used for the tower that supports the OUT, 
the circular shape of the Rohacell tower is particularly visible 
on Fig. 5 and causes a significant level of noise. Therefore, a 

simple threshold is not adequate to preserve the shape of the 
object of interest. Hence, we adapt a segmentation method.  

III. SEGMENTATION 
The proposed segmentation method falls into three steps: 
Firstly, we apply low pass filtering to remove the unexpected 
noise. Secondly, we use an adaptive Niblack thresholding [14], 
which applies local thresholding, considering the local values 
of mean and standard deviation of the grey levels. The Niblack 
method includes a parameter k, which emphasizes the 
influence of the standard deviation in the value of the 
threshold. In the experiments presented below, parameter k is 
set empirically to 0.22 for the fake gun, and to 0.44 for the 
knife. Thirdly, we apply a mathematical morphology operator 
[15]. This operator is the combination of an erosion with a 
square structuring element to remove part of the unexpected 
features which are remaining in the threshold image and a 
dilation with a structuring element whose shape depends on 
the considered object: we use a square and a line when fake 
guns and knives are respectively considered.  
The proposed method is exemplified on an image of ceramic 
knife (Fig. 7), and a concealed fake gun (Fig. 9 for the final 
segmentation result obtained with H and V polarization).  
Note that the pixels of the final images are Boolean after step 
(d) whatever the initial contrast of the BPA image was. Once 
information is detected the pixel’s intensity is the same even 
for initially weak responses of the object, i.e for the concealed 
fake gun in HH-polarization. We will take advantage of this 
Boolean property to easily combine images.  
We decided to present the results associated with the 
concealed gun because the difference in the segmentation 
result is even more dramatic than with the gun that is not 
concealed. 

 

 
(a) 

 
    (b) 

 
  (c) 

 
  (d) 



Fig. 7. Knife: (a) Processed image; (b) Low pass filter; (c) Segmentation; (d) 
Mathematical morphology 

We notice that, depending on the considered object, some 
unexpected features may remain in the final segmented image 
(image (d)). The largest non-disrupted object can then be 
selected for further processing, for instance object 
identification. As expected, a significant difference exists 
between the segmentation result obtained with the H 
polarization and the V polarization. In Fig. 9, we present the 
combination of the final segmentation result obtained from H 
and V polarization. Indeed, these two segmentation results are 
complementary. Hence, to combine both images, we simply 
make a Boolean summation (“OR” gate). 

 
(a)                                        (b) 

  
                    (c)                                         (d) 

Fig. 8. Fake gun concealed by a leather jacket: (a) H polarization: Processed 
image; (b) V polarization: Processed image; (c) H polarization: Mathematical 
morphology; (d) V polarization: Mathematical morphology 

 
Fig. 9. Fake gun concealed by a leather jacket: combination of the result 
obtained with combined H and V polarizations 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have investigated the influence of 

polarization on images obtained from monostatic 
measurements at 94 GHz. The objective is to help radar 

designers to settle their system specifications.  We focus on 
the detection of concealed objects. We show that polarization 
has a dramatic influence on the image contrast when objects 
are concealed due to the creases of the clothes. This can be 
overcome with the use of a dual polarized system and 
segmentation algorithms exploiting polarizations results. 

 
In a future work, we aim at performing classification of 

radar images with a machine learning algorithm such as 
support vector machines. 
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